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Abstract

The authors consider the problems of constructing systems of accounting, management and analysis of a company. One of the most cost-effective ways to build such systems is the integration of legacy, acquired and developed components on a middleware base, which can be characterized as a technological platform for integration.

Consideration is given to the formalization of principles for creation of such platform software. These principles are formed similarly to the principles of forming a microprogram processor control unit. We are shown how to develop a software platform that makes it possible to organize the launch of procedures for processing, visualization, data exchange by a schedule or by user request, using the microprogram processor control unit as a formal model. The totality of the information and software that acts as a platform is decomposed into instructions memory, metacommand memory, the instruction memory controller and metacommand memory controller.
A document management system is considered as one of the options of platform software. The electronic document management system for the exchange of information is protected by digital signature. It facilitates integration between information subsystems of reference, accounting and other purposes. This practice is called EDMS-bus.

Within the theoretical formulation of the problem the authors considered the informational domain model as a set of business processes performed in it. The automation of activity in the subject field amounts to forming a set of automated business processes, whose power is determined by the functionality of the implemented information system, and which cover to the maximum extent a set of business processes of the subject area. Examination is made of cases of overlapping sets of legacy information systems business processes and of implemented information systems business processes.
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### Introduction

Formation of enterprise information management systems is a necessary condition for improving the performance efficiency of enterprises in various areas. A specific feature for this is to drive cost savings to the maximum during introduction of new and updated old information systems and to use existing developments to the extent possible.

Corporate enterprise applications cannot exist separately. In integration of applications, IT developers need to ensure reliability of the data transmission network, provide an acceptable data rate, take into account the application differences, and make it possible to adapt to alteration of merged applications. To ensure the above requirements, the following basic approaches are identified: file transfer, shared database, remote procedure invocation, messaging [1].

The approach addressed by the authors is an alternative approach which rejects introduction of a single information system which can fully satisfy all the information needs of the data domain given that for large enterprise information systems it is often impossible to find software that would cover the solution of all existing business tasks. The integration problems of heterogeneous information system modules, data porting between subsystems of the information systems, configuring information subsystems to develop additional information system components are solved using the aforementioned approaches. In practice, the solution of such problems at large enterprises in many cases is unique and specific, despite of a large selection of ready-made solutions for application integration using middleware proposed by developers of large and expensive enterprise systems (IBM, MS Biztalk, SAP, Oracle and others.). Replacement of properly functioning enterprise subsystems of various platforms with a multipurpose ERP system is not always justified due to possible overpayment for excessive functionality. In addition, special offers can successfully solve the problem of narrow-profile business tasks. Experience in solving problems of accounting, analytics, information exchange and integration of enterprise information subsystems makes it possible to put forward formal information and structural platform-supported models for effective solution of the enterprise subsystem integration tasks.

1. **Theoretical statement of the problem**

The authors have already addressed a formal characterization of the synchronization problem of reference information from several enterprise information subsystems [2].

Let us form an information model of the domain area as a set of business processes which will be conditionally defined as “idealized”:

\[ OF = \{BP\} \]

Consequently, the information model of the information system available at the time of statement of the automation problem (‘as is’ model) can be presented as a set of real system-supported business processes:
The solution of the automation problem should result in obtaining an information system whose information model will be also presented as a new set of business processes (the ‘to be’ model), which, in general, is not consistent with idealized ones:

\[ IS'' = \{ BP'_i'' \} \]

With regard to each business process \( BP'_i'' \) it is worthy of note that it is identical to the initial one \( BP'_i \), if not subject to changes in the course of solving the automation problem, and, otherwise, is not identical to the initial one.

Each subsystem of the information system computerizes some subset of the set of computerized business processes:

\[ ISS''_j = \{ BP''_i \} \]

In the optimal case, the subsystem functions disjoint, making it possible to entirely cover all functional requirements for the introduced system:

\[
\bigcap_j BP''_i = \emptyset
\]
\[
\bigcup_j BP''_i = \{ BP'_i \}
\]

In reality, the formation of the information system through a sequential selection of components results in inability to accomplish the last two expressions.

Among other things, there can be situations of mutual redundancy of the implemented components, and their partial redundancy and failure. The most common (and commonly occurring) case is the following:

\[
\bigcup_j BP''_i \setminus \{ BP'_i \} \neq \emptyset
\]
\[
\{ BP'_i \} \cup BP''_i \neq \emptyset
\]

when the implemented set of subsystems does not completely computerize all enterprise business processes, but along with this there are functions of the implemented subsystems which are not necessary in terms of information needs of the enterprise.

Functional insufficiency of the implemented subsystems is compensated by in-house developments, so we will consider the target information system as a set of purchased subsystems

\[ ISS_{b''} = \{ BP_{b''} \} \]

and developed subsystems

\[ ISS_{d''} = \{ BP_{d''} \} \].

The automation activity should result in establishing an information system for which the following condition is to be met:

\[
\bigcup_j BP_{b''} \cup \bigcup_4 BP_{d''} \supseteq \{ BP'_i \}
\]

The tasks of selecting purchased components and designing components being developed are actually limited to the problem of multi-criteria optimization in which specifically such hard-to-formalize variables as the degree of risk of introducing unpopular software systems, usability of a particular subsystem, etc. shall be considered.

2. Structural model of information system management

A structural model of the technological information system platform focused on solution of integration problems of legacy, developed and purchased components is proposed. Decomposition of functions performed by the system and function modules for storage, processing, data transmission and management functions [3], as well as the methodology of synthesis of firmware processor control devices lay the foundation for the proposed model tested by the authors in solution of a number of problems [4, 5].

The platform control module (CM) is formed per a known structure of the firmware processor control device [6] (Figure 1).

Let us call an analogue of the firmware program of the processor control unit (CU) a CM metaprogram. Just as the firmware program is a set of microcommands, and microcommands in turn are a set of microoperations, let us represent the metaprogram as a set of metacommmands consisting of sub-operations. A command sent to CM contains an operation code (OC). A metacommand

Fig. 1. Structure of CM for information system platform
sequence controller (MCSC) selects a metacommand from the metacommand memory (MCM) and places it in the metacommand register (MCR). The metacommand consists of an address of the next metacommand (ANTC), sub-operation code (SOC), which generates a control word (CW) supplied to the processing module, as well as the identifier code (IC).

MCM is a metadata base. MCM is characterized by associativity (i.e. a possible memory call by values of various gadgets), and structural hierarchical pattern. MCM recording format:

\[
\text{MetaCmd} = <\text{MCCode}, \text{NextMCCode}, \text{SOCode}, \{<\text{ParName}, \text{ParDef}>\}>,
\]

where \(\text{MCCode}\) is a metacommand code;
\(\text{NextMCCode}\) is a code of the next metacommand;
\(\text{SOCode}\) is a sub-operation code;
\(\text{ParName}\) is a name of the sub-operation parameter;
\(\text{ParDef}\) is a description of the sub-operation parameter.

The sub-operation code in the existing implementation is represented by names of the executable results processing and visualization modules. The description of the sub-operation parameters includes a type of parameter, its minimum and maximum values, change step, etc. The integration of purchased and developed modules on the proposed platform is based on consistency of modules (1) and (2) start format with this description.

The instruction memory (IM), which similar to MCM has associativity and hierarchical structure, stores the operation code and parameters. The IM recording format is as follows:

\[
\text{Op} = <\text{OpCode}, \{<\text{MCCode}, \{<\text{ParName}, \text{ParValue}>\}>\}>,
\]

where \(\text{OpCode}\) is an operation code;
\(\text{MCCode}\) is a metacommand code;
\(\text{ParName}\) is a name of a sub-operation parameter.

\(\text{ParValue}\) is a value of a sub-operation parameter.

Figure 2 illustrates the operation of the instruction and metacommand memory controllers in the course of sampling instructions from the instruction memory and their processing.

For data processing automation, the instruction memory should be generated automatically by the processing planning module (scheduler). The scheduler work is based on the existing set of operations, accessible ranges of parameters for each sub-operation, processed data (specifically, metacommands and sub-operation parameters, execution of which resulted in obtaining available information units), and planned (present in the instruction memory) processing.

These data indicate that the data memory (DM) storing the data analysis results should also possess the properties of associativity and hierarchy. The data memory recording format:

\[
\text{Data} = <\text{MCCode}, \{<\text{ParName}, \text{ParValue}>\}, \text{DataBlock}>,
\]

where \(\text{MCCode}\) is a metacommand code;
\(\text{ParName}\) is the name of a sub-operation parameter;
\(\text{ParValue}\) is a value of the sub-operation parameter;
\(\text{DataBlock}\) is a data unit.

The operation of the combined instruction/metacommand memory controller, data memory controller and scheduler in the process of planning instructions and their entry into the instruction memory is provided in Figure 3.

### 3. Use of an electronic document management system as a platform for applications integration in the enterprise information system

One example of implementation of the structural model considered is the use of an electronic document management system (EDMS) as an integration platform [7, 326x334].

![Figure 2](image-url)  
*Fig. 2. Functionality of the instruction and metacommand memory controllers*
8], called in this case “SED-bus” providing an interaction of various systems (accounting, ERP, CAD, and others) via the document flow.

The experience of using EDMS at a large enterprise in accordance with the concept [7, 8] demonstrates a wide range of tasks for execution, including tasks of integration between the enterprise sub-systems:

1. Organization of fast network data exchange in electronic form within the enterprise, approved by an electronic signature. Use of information on observing the dates of document processing while generating reports which further makes it possible to improve performance discipline in taking management decisions and raises the overall efficiency of the enterprise.

2. Organization of exchange of all types of documents (including legally valid documents) with contracting parties and, therefore, acceleration of agreement of contracts, business correspondence, conclusion of transactions.

3. Extended handling of the help system used in various departments and software modules, limited by filtration and access rights appointed to roles (positions) or groups (departments). EDMS makes it possible to handle this reference information of the enterprise provided that EDMS manuals are synchronized with other systems in real time. These problems are solved within subsystems (2), which was addressed by the authors in a number of examples [2, 9]. The problems of integration are solved in a similar way using EDMS between the enterprise IS subsystems and an external IS.

4. The integration of EDMS with the accounting system, which resulted in ability to automatically start the document flow routes for approval or information distribution (documents or reports — accounting, legal, financial, relating to processing orders, works performed, payments made and shipped products).

5. Integration with budgeting, financial management, customer relationship management systems.

The use of standard EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) templates makes it possible to solve an unlimited number of problems within the problem area. The most famous EAI-solutions for integration of enterprise applications are IBM WebSphere MQ, Microsoft BizTalk Server, TIBCO, WebMethods, SeeBeyond, Vitria, Cross Worlds and others [1].

According to the EAI principle, while using the EDMS-bus as an intermediate integration layer (middleware) of the enterprise it is preferable to use IS replicated patterns. For example, for EDMS operating as a platform for enterprise application integration organized in the form of guaranteed delivery of tasks (independent of the senders and receivers) according to business routes, a standard approach, namely messaging, has been used.
Messaging in accordance with EAI concept is provided upon availability of a number of elements required for integrated solution (Figure 4).

When using the electronic document management system as a platform for application integration, the enterprise information system also uses a number of standard elements listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Purpose of element according to EAI provision</th>
<th>ERP – EDMS – counting system integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application (sender)</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Informix ERP MAX+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sender endpoint</td>
<td>Component which publishes a message in a message channel</td>
<td>IBM Informix ODBC Driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message (header, body)</td>
<td>Smallest data unit transmitted via a message channel</td>
<td>Data is transmitted as TCP/IP packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message channel</td>
<td>Channel of specific data transmission</td>
<td>Channel &quot;point-to-point&quot; with asynchronous message delivery to EDMS based on MS SQL Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message router</td>
<td>Special filter which retrieves a message from one message channel and places it into another one (to control a load in several queues)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translator</td>
<td>A special filter for data format conversion</td>
<td>Conversion of data format using SQL-type adapter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver endpoint</td>
<td>Component enabling the application to receive a message</td>
<td>Microsoft FoxPro VFP ODBC Driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application (sender)</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>DBMS dBase VFP 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of messaging technology ensures the following advantages [1]:

♦ platform and language integration (template is based on a message bus) – messaging system is responsible for data transmission;

♦ asynchronous interaction (“sent and forgot”, no simultaneous availability of the sender and receiver is required);

♦ time mismatch (as opposed to synchronous, asynchronous interaction makes it possible to place and handle calls at different rates and without waiting for completion of their processing by the receiver);

♦ load control of the transmission channel (flow control);

♦ reliable interaction between applications (through approach with an intermediate storage);

♦ interposition between interacting applications with various language environments.

The following disadvantages of the messaging model technology can be pointed out:

♦ complicated programming model, which is split into numerous processing procedures;

♦ asynchronous interaction model is not suitable for all cases (including a need for implementing synchronous models);

♦ time and procedure of message delivery are not stipulated, so transmission delays are not excluded;

♦ significant time and resources consumed organizing corporate wide integration.

**Conclusion**

As can be seen from the above, the information model concerning the problem of forming the enterprise information system through integration of legacy, purchased and developed information subsystems was considered, the formal and theoretical basis of constructing integration platforms of the administrative-analytical systems was analyzed, and the structural model of the platform software was proposed. The implementation of the above principles of the middleware layer is possible by using modern electronic document management systems and standard templates of replicated applications for integration.
The prospects of further research are to solve the problems of integration of enterprise information system taking into account a possible reconfiguration of the system and replacement of the existing modules and subsystems in the future driven by new requirements imposed by a changing economic environment.
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АННОТАЦИЯ

Авторы рассматривают проблематику построения информационных систем учета, управления и анализа деятельности предприятия. Один из наиболее экономически целесообразных путей построения таких систем — интеграция унаследованных, приобретаемых и разрабатываемых компонентов на базе программного обеспечения промежуточного уровня, которое может быть квалифицировано как технологическая платформа интеграции.

Рассматривается формализация принципов построения такого платформенного программного обеспечения. Эти принципы формируются по аналогии с принципом формирования микропрограммного управляющего устройства процессора. В работе показано, как, используя микропрограммное устройство управления процессором в качестве формальной модели, разработать программную платформу, позволяющую организовать запуск процедур обработки, визуализации и обмена данными по расписанию или запросу пользователя. Совокупность информационно-программного обеспечения, играющего роль платформы, декомпозируется на память инструкций, память метакоманд, контроллер памяти инструкций и контроллер памяти метакоманд.

В качестве одного из вариантов платформенного программного обеспечения рассматривается система управления документооборотом. Указано на возможность использования системы электронного документооборота для обмена информацией, защищенной электронной цифровой подписью, а также интеграции информационных подсистем справочного, учетного и прочих назначений. Такая практика получила название СЭД-шины.

В рамках теоретической постановки задачи рассматривается информационная модель предметной области как совокупность выполняемых в ней бизнес-процессов. Автоматизация деятельности в предметной области заключается в формировании множества автоматизированных бизнес-процессов (мощность которого определяется функциональностью внедряемой информационной системы), максимально покрывающего множество бизнес-процессов предметной области. Рассматриваются случаи совмещения множеств бизнес-процессов унаследованных информационных систем и бизнес-процессов внедряемых информационных систем.

КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА: система управления предприятием, информационная модель, система электронного документооборота, микропрограммное устройство, бизнес-процесс, промежуточный программный слой.
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